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Abstract: The BIS-Grid project1 , a project in the context of the German D-Grid initiative, investigates Grid and Cloud service orchestration for information systems integration, especially when crossing enterprise boundaries. Small and medium enterprises
shall be enabled to integrate heterogeneous business information systems and to use
external resources and services with affordable effort. In this paper, we present the
workflow modeling method that we developed within the BIS-Grid project.

1

Introduction

The integration of heterogeneous information systems is crucial in order to map business
processes to the technical system level. To do so, integration is often achieved by service
orchestration in service-oriented architectures (SOA). Web services are commonly used
to create SOA since they enable service orchestration and hide the underlying technical
infrastructure. SOA and Web service technologies are also the basic technologies for the
newly emerging Cloud computing paradigm. Cloud computing provides easy access to
IT infrastructures, computing platforms, or complete applications. These characteristics
are also referred to as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS),
and Software as a Service (SaaS). In the BIS-Grid project2 , we focus on the integration
of enterprise applications (Enterprise Application Integration, EAI) using Grid and Cloud
service technologies. Our major objective is to proof that these technologies are feasible
for information systems integration for small and medium enterprises (SMEs), especially
1 This work is supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) under grant
No. 01IG07005 as part of the D-Grid initiative.
2 http://www.bisgrid.de
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when traversing enterprise boundaries. SMEs shall be enabled to integrate heterogeneous
business information systems and to use external resources and services with affordable
effort. To do so, we proposed Orchestration as a Service (OaaS) as the primary infrastructure paradigm – a specialization of PaaS where a service orchestration engine is hosted in
a Cloud environment, directly to be maintained by the OaaS provider – and provided an
adequate Oaas infrastructure, see [GHH+ 09, HSG+ 09].
However, before even regarding the utilization of externally provided Grid and Cloud services, SOA can be regarded as the main requirement for SMEs, both from an organizational and from a technical perspective (cf. [BGJ+ 09]). While the organizational perspective requires SMEs to structurally align with an underlying SOA infrastructure and to
define the different layers of service provision, the technical perspective requires to formalize the business processes, to separate the parts of the processes that can or shall be
automatized from those that are subject to human activity, and to define the basic services,
for example. Within the BIS-Grid project, we evaluate the OaaS approach and our OaaS
infrastructure in two business scenarios motivated by our industrial project partners, a services partner for first-class trade brands on the European photographic market supplying
stores and internet retailers with photographic products, and a global market leader in the
field of wire drawing and draw-peeling for the automotive industry. Both have strong
needs for service orchestration, the first one to integrate enterprise data for unified access
for call center agents, and the latter to improve access to, and retrieval and maintenance
of product and project data across different sites of the company group. However, the industrial partners are SMEs that initially did not have extensive practice and experience in
workflow technologies and SOA as well as Grid and Cloud Computing. While the lack
of expertise in setting up and maintaining a service-oriented computing infrastructure was
compensated by the OaaS scenario in which the technical partners of the project act as
service providers for an orchestration engine, process orientation and workflow modeling
still remained as requirements for the SMEs. For the pragmatically definition of workflows
for such SMEs, a method was needed that is simple to follow, general, and effective. This
method is presented in the next section.

2

Workflow Modeling Method

Within our application scenarios, we developed and employed a top-down workflow modeling method that is small enough to target service orchestration in prototype SOA scenarios. Figure 1 presents an overview of this method. The upper half of the figure shows the
creative activities of the method, and the lower shows the involved infrastructure components. Associated business roles are annotated to both the activities and the components,
and the arrows informally depict the main dependencies between the respective activities
and components. The design of a workflow mainly depends on a process model that is delivered by business analysts in the form of Business Process Modeling Notation diagrams
(http://www.bpmn.org/) as a high-level abstraction to describe the business process, and
on services that are provided by service developers – either by identifying existing ones
or by genuine implementation. There is an information exchange between the individual

roles, for example, to gain a common view of the global data model. To provide an executable workflow, the workflow must be deployed on an adequate workflow engine (here,
the BIS-Grid Workflow Engine) and, of course, all used services must be made available
at their respective service execution environments.
exchange
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Figure 1: Overview of the workflow modeling method.
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Figure 2: Applied workflow development process.

Figure 3 presents an UML object diagram that gives a more specific overview of the individual artifacts of the method and the conceptual background. It represents a method
model that focuses on the RepresentationOf (µ) and DecomposedIn (δ) relations between
the objects, while the objects themselves represent systems. While the µ relations identify
a given system as the model of another system that is called system under study (sus), the
δ relation simply identifies a system as a part of a composite system. We find that such µδ
graphs provide a good overview on the elements of a method, ranging from the conceptual
problem decomposition behind the method (i.e., the abstract systems, AS), to the digital
systems (DS) to be developed, to the physical systems (PS) – i.e., diagrams and formal
models – that are used to alleviate the development of the digital systems by focusing on
specific aspects of the problem. Please note that the RepresentationOf (µ) relation is not
necessarily transitive [Fav04a], and that automated transformations between systems are
not in the focus. Also, the roles of the respective systems are only depicted exemplar-

ily (blue). For more information on this kind of modeling-in-the-large, see, for example,
[Fav04a, Fav05, Fav04b].
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Figure 3: Model of the workflow modeling method.

The fundamental distinction is that a computer program consists of computation that has
to be coordinated (cf. [GC92]). Thereby, the fundamental representation of a computer
program is a service, which itself can be decomposed in services. We consider a workflow
as the concrete embodiment of the coordination structure of the program, and deployed
services as the concrete embodiment of computation, since they are then regarded as black
boxes. An executable service can consist of, for example, the WS-BPEL process description, primitive service implementations given in general programming language (GPL)
code, and the WSDL interface descriptions. In order to alleviate the development of an
executable service, various diagrams and models are employed that represent parts of a
service while focusing on specific aspects of the service: (1) BPMN diagrams focus on the
control flows of the workflow. (2) Data flow diagrams (DFD) focus on the data flows of
the workflow. (3) Protocol state machines describe the utilization of services to be orchestrated. (4) Signature descriptions describe the interfaces of services with multiple in and
out-parameters. (5) Entity relationship diagrams describe the data structures to be used
within the services. Based on this model, the individual process steps to identify, model,
and deploy business workflows are as follows (see Fig 2).
(1) Domain analysis. The respective business domains have to be analyzed to gain
a thorough domain understanding. This includes, for example, the analysis of the

current enterprise architecture, expert interviews, on-site investigations, and requirements analysis.
(2) Control-flow modeling. This activity is composed of the following sub-activities:
(a) The current business processes (as-is state) is described using the Business
Process Modeling Notation (BPMN).
(b) From the as-is state a first version of the to-be processes are developed and
described using the BPMN, too.
(c) Data sources and simple data-flows were annotated in the to-be BPMN diagrams as far as possible using the BPMN (see the fourth lane from the top in
Fig. 4).
(d) The to-be BPMN diagrams are iteratively expanded to regard different layers
of abstraction. Thereby, we consider the operational layer, the services layer,
the business process layer, and the consumer layer. We especially find this
activity to be very helpful in order to separate concerns at an early stage of
development (cp. SOA reference architecture in [BLJ+ 08]). Figure 4 illustrates a such-layered call center process from the first application scenario for
read-only data retrieval (layers are ordered from the bottom to the top).
(3) Data structure modeling. Upon the relevant information systems and databases, the
logical structure of the required information is modeled. To do so, we use entityrelationship (ER) diagrams that represent the relevant data structures whereas the
information system/database origin of the structures is annotated.
(4) Data-flow modeling. In addition to control-flow modeling, we model the data-flows
of business processes using data flow diagrams (DFDs).
(5) Service signature description. Based upon the results of the previous activities, we
textually describe the signatures of the services of the respective business processes
as a basis for service interface definition.
(6) Service utilization description. In addition to signature description, we describe
the usage protocol of the services regarded as black-boxes using protocol state machines. Although this activity represents an overhead for services with small signatures, we think that this activity is of great value for services that provide several
operations and where the operations have strong service lifecycle dependencies.
(7) Service implementation. Starting with WSDL interface design, the services are implemented.
(8) Service deployment. The services are deployed under consideration of the enterprise
architecture and the scenario requirements, for example, security requirements.
(9) Workflow design. Finally, we implement WS-BPEL workflows for the modeled
business processes.

Figure 4: Call center process for read-only data retrieval as a basis for customer orders feedback.

3

Related Work

The Quasar Enterprise (QE) Method is a coherent method for realizing service-oriented
architectures [EHH+ 08]. It provides detailed guidelines for designing and providing services which is driven by the identification of business goals and requirements. There are
also many other approaches for SOA, for example, [Mel08, KBS04, AGA+ 08]. We regard
them to be targeted at a much broader SOA realization that our approach, but possibly not
as broad and comprehensive than QE.
Currently, each step in our method relies on manual execution. Particularly with regard
to the concrete service development steps (e. g. WS-BPEL process and Web service implementation), there already exist approaches for (semi-)automatical transformation. In
[OvdAD06], for example, a method is described to translate BPMN diagrams to WSBPEL processes. On the technical side, model driven technologies [RH09] can be used to
perform such transformation steps [YZZ+ 07].
In contrast to full-fledged SOA methods, the method presented in this paper is much more
narrow, and specifically focuses on soft-wired service orchestration in SMEs, where the
targeted SMEs are supposed to have limited resources for and little experience with service
orchestration in order to undertake a complete SOA introduction in one single commitment. From this point of view, the presented method can be seen as a simple method for a
first step in SOA introduction to be applied in a prototype service orchestration scenario.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the workflow modeling method that we developed within the
BIS-Grid project. Although the project is aimed specifically at Grid and Cloud service
orchestration that can cross enterprise boundaries, the method targets WS-BPEL service
orchestration in general.
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